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2. Embracing the future of the policy sciences:
big data in pedagogy and practice
Nihit Goyal, Ola G. El-Taliawi and Michael Howlett

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The policy sciences emphasize the generation and mobilization of contextual, multi-method, 
and normative analyses in order to enable policymakers to bridge the knowledge–action gap 
and improve their problem-solving capacity and capability (Lasswell, 1970). Exactly how this 
is to be done, however, is controversial. In one assessment, for example, Peter deLeon (1994) 
attributed the mixed record of success of the field to its neglect of complexity and its overreli-
ance on positivist, largely economic, methodologies and a simplistic technocratic perspective 
on government choice. A decade later, Pielke (2004) made much the same argument while, 
more recently, Cairney and Weible (2017) also have called for a “behavioral turn” in the policy 
sciences to better explain the effect of individual decision-making through multiple theoretical 
lenses and mixed methodologies.

Among the key dynamics currently unfolding in contemporary policy analysis and 
policy-making, however, are the development of new methods better able to deal with increas-
ing complexity (Cairney, 2012). Generally lumped together under the label of “Big Data”, 
these techniques show some promise in being able to better marshal very large amounts of 
information and conduct policy-relevant analyses that are better able to derive appropriate 
lessons and insights compared with more traditional techniques and methods.

“Big Data”, in this sense, has been defined as a “cultural, technological, and scholarly phe-
nomenon that rests on the interplay of: technology … analysis … and mythology” (Boyd & 
Crawford, 2012, p. 663). A belief in the ability of Big Data to offer a “higher form intelligence 
… and the aura of truth, objectivity, and accuracy” has no doubt contributed to its rise (Boyd 
& Crawford, 2012, p. 663). However, the phenomenon is driven by technological advance-
ments that have permitted the collection of data from three types of sources, which hitherto 
eluded capture (Kitchin, 2013): (i) directed, such as digital surveillance; (ii) automated, such 
as traces from digital devices or transactions in a digital network; and, (iii) volunteered, such 
as crowdsourcing.

The data collected from such sources differs from traditional “small” data in several ways 
(Kitchin, 2013). This includes volume (size), velocity (speed), variety (structure), exhaus-
tiveness (scope), resolution (granularity), relationality (ability to “merge” with other data), 
flexibility (ability to transform), and scalability (expansion in scale). In principle, these char-
acteristics allow “users to do things at a large scale that cannot be done at a smaller one” (Bates 
et al., 2014; D’Orazio, 2017; Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, 2013, p. 10).
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The future of the policy sciences10

The growth of Big Data, therefore, has implications for both public policy research and 
practice. Big data analytics can, for example, change or complement traditional approaches to 
examining political preferences (for example, through social media analytics), the assessment 
of policy alternatives (for example, beyond cost–benefit evaluation), the study of policy dis-
course (for example, through computational text analysis of policy documents and speeches), 
or the evaluation of policy outcomes (for example, using remote sensing). The utility of such 
approaches has recently been demonstrated, for example, by its use in policy analysis, policy-
making, and policy implementation during the COVID-19 outbreak (C. J. Wang et al., 2020; 
Zou et al., 2020).

However, the prevalence of Big Data in public policy research and teaching remains 
limited at present (Goyal et al., 2020). This chapter is an evidence-informed appeal for the 
greater uptake of big data research and teaching in public policy settings. We start by briefly 
describing key machine learning techniques typically used in Big Data analysis (Section 2.2). 
Thereafter, we illustrate the applications of Big Data in policymaking and policy analysis using 
the case of COVID-19 (Section 2.3). In Section 2.4, we present key findings of a bibliometric 
review of the literature on Big Data in governance and public policy to identify three actions 
that scholars should take to further research. Section 2.5 then presents the findings from the 
assessment of policy curricula in programs around the world to argue for more engagement 
with Big Data analysis and techniques in public policy education. Finally, we conclude the 
chapter in Section 2.6.

2.2 BIG DATA AND MACHINE LEARNING

To process Big Data, significant analytical capabilities and computational power are neces-
sary. Here, the growth of Big Data has been supported by the advent of machine learning. 
Machine learning has been implemented in numerous areas, including education, financial 
modeling, healthcare, manufacturing, marketing, and policing (Jordan & Mitchell, 2015).

In contrast to traditional statistical analysis, which assumes that a stochastic model underlies 
the data, machine learning uses algorithmic modeling to examine the data without assuming 
its underlying distribution as given (Breiman, 2001). The key types of machine learning 
techniques can be grouped as supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement 
learning. While supervised learning includes classification and regression, unsupervised learn-
ing includes clustering and dimensionality reduction, among others. The popular modeling 
techniques for machine learning are gradient descent, artificial neural networks, support vector 
machines, decision trees, and random forests.

A key advantage of machine learning is that it can be used – with relative ease – to analyze 
unstructured data. This is evident, for example, in the case of text mining, or computational 
text analysis. Text mining can be defined as “a knowledge-intensive process in which a user 
interacts with a document collection … to extract useful information from data sources 
through the identification and exploration of interesting patterns … in the unstructured textual 
data in the documents in these collections” (Feldman & Sanger, 2006, p. 1). The key activities 
in text mining are preprocessing, information extraction and retrieval, classification, cluster-
ing, and visualization. Text mining has been used extensively in various disciplines, including 
medical research for relationship extraction and hypothesis generation (Cohen & Hersh, 2005; 
Spasic et al., 2005; Srinivasan, 2004), genetics for human phenome classification (van Driel 
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et al., 2006), information science for patent analysis (Tseng et al., 2007), and management to 
examine the relationship between customer experience and satisfaction (Xiang et al., 2015) 
and to investigate market structure based on online user-generated content rather than conven-
tional data (Netzer et al., 2012).

The common techniques in text mining consider a word, or phrase, in the text as the basic 
unit of analysis and examine distributions, frequent sets, and associations in a document col-
lection (Feldman & Sanger, 2006). As an example, frequency analysis can identify commonly 
occurring terms while co-occurrence analysis can detect the terms that co-occur frequently. 
Meanwhile, concordance analysis can shed light on the context in which a term is used, for 
instance, by identifying the terms that frequently precede or follow a certain term. Further, if 
the document contains time information, trend analysis can be useful for identifying the rise 
or fall in the prominence of key terms over time (Lent et al., 1997; Montes-y-Gómez et al., 
2001). A term frequency–inverse document frequency (tf-idf) matrix – which represents the 
ratio of term frequency in a document to term frequency in the entire collection – can identify 
terms that are discriminative for documents in a collection (Salton & McGill, 1983). Latent 
semantic indexing has gained favor more recently due to its ability to account for synonymy 
and polysemy, i.e. multiple words having the same meaning and the same word having multi-
ple meanings (Zhang et al., 2011).

Computational text analysis also relies on natural language processing to analyze text data. 
Natural language processing (NLP) combines artificial intelligence, computer science, and 
linguistics to use computational analysis to examine natural language based on knowledge of 
rules that structure linguistic expression, i.e. grammar (Allahyari et al., 2017). NLP comprises 
various techniques, such as parts of speech tagging, chunking, and named-entity recognition 
(Collobert et al., 2011). While parts of speech tagging labels the syntactic role of a term – for 
instance, adjective, adverb, noun, or verb – chunking identifies parts of a sentence, such as 
noun phrases or verb phrases, for further processing. Named-entity recognition, on the other 
hand, labels terms in a sentence based on their attributes, for example “actor”, “action”, 
“object”, and “location”. Thus, these techniques help decompose a text into its constituent 
elements, extract relevant elements, and identify the relationship amongst different elements. 
Amongst other areas, NLP has been used in biomedical research for data annotation, informa-
tion retrieval, and decision support (Aronson, 2001; Kim et al., 2003; Noy et al., 2009).

Topic modeling is another text-mining technique for examining a large document col-
lection. A topic model is based on the premise that a document in a document collection is 
composed of one or more latent topics, which are in turn composed of terms (or words). Topic 
modeling algorithms, then, use statistical modeling to “discover” topics in the document 
collection. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), developed by David M. Blei et al. (2003), 
was the first topic modeling algorithm and assumed that a document consisted of a “bag of 
words” (i.e., word sequence was not relevant) and a document collection consisted of a set of 
documents (i.e., document sequence was not relevant). Numerous topic modeling algorithms 
or techniques have been developed since then to account for correlation amongst documents 
by a common author (Rosen-Zvi et al., 2004), prior correlation amongst topics (for example, 
energy and environment) (Blei & Lafferty, 2007), word order and phrases in a document (X. 
Wang et al., 2007), temporal sequencing within the document collection (Blei, 2012), examin-
ing very short documents such as tweets, and associated structured data regarding documents 
within a collection (Roberts et al., 2014).
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Another text mining technique that is gaining popularity is sentiment analysis, also known 
as opinion mining, which is “a computational study of opinions, sentiments, emotions, and 
attitude expressed in texts towards an entity” (Ravi & Ravi, 2015, p. 14). Sentiment analysis 
involves the detection, extraction, and classification of sentiments in text data (Cambria et 
al., 2013; Medhat et al., 2014), typically using a pre-defined lexicon (Taboada et al., 2011). 
Sentiment analysis has numerous applications, including for pricing product features (Archak 
et al., 2011) and understanding the political preferences of citizens.

2.3 APPLICATION TO PUBLIC POLICY: ILLUSTRATION 
USING THE CASE OF COVID-19

As one might expect, health policy has been a key area for application of machine learning 
in the case of COVID-19. Brinati et al. (2020), for example, argued that blood test analysis 
with classification techniques in machine learning is a feasible alternative to the reverse tran-
scription polymerase chain reaction (rRT-PCR) test – the current gold standard in detection of 
the disease – especially for countries with limited health infrastructure. Focusing on patients 
diagnosed with COVID-19, F. Y. Cheng et al. (2020) developed a random forest model to 
predict – with about 75 percent accuracy – the likelihood of imminent transfer to intensive 
care. In a more macro-level application, Abdulmajeed et al. (2020) investigated the application 
of a multi-method “ensemble” approach, combining various machine learning techniques for 
forecasting the spread of COVID-19 in Nigeria.

Beyond this, machine learning has already been applied for detecting, tracing, and checking 
the spread of the outbreak in the community. Illustratively, Zou et al. (2020) found that the use 
of mobile technologies, big data, and artificial intelligence contributed to the success of the 
COVID-19 response in Shenzhen by increasing the accessibility of health services and curbing 
fake news. In addition, the Taiwanese government was able to respond rapidly to the crisis by 
integrating its national health insurance data with its immigration and customs data to create 
Big Data that enabled real-time alerting and case identification (C. J. Wang et al., 2020). This 
solution was layered with new technologies, including QR code scanning, to assess travelers’ 
infectious risk at ports of entry.

Further, Big Data and machine learning have also been used to assess the fallout of the pan-
demic on other policy areas. Ou et al. (2020), for example, employed machine learning – spe-
cifically, the neural network technique – to examine the impact of COVID-19 on demand for 
gasoline under different scenarios by modeling variations in mobility based on demographics, 
pandemic spread, and policy response. To facilitate timely reactivation of tourism, Gallego 
and Font (2020) demonstrated the use of Big Data on air passenger searches from the travel 
website SkyScanner to assess willingness to travel in the short- and medium-term.

Moreover, the use of Big Data analytics is not limited to health policy analysis and has also 
informed its evaluation. Illustratively, Liu et al. (2020) used satellite data on night-time light 
to assess the impact of COVID-19 on social behavior in mainland China more generally and 
Wuhan more specifically. In another example, James et al. (2020) re-purposed existing smart 
city infrastructure – the Newcastle Urban Observatory – to create a dashboard for real-time 
policy evaluation using Big Data and machine learning. Meanwhile, Gupta et al. (2020) used 
Big Data from smart phone devices to examine the efficacy of social distancing measures in 
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the United States, and Vaid et al. (2020) used machine techniques to compare the effectiveness 
of policy rsponses to the spread of COVID-19 in Canada, Sweden, and the United States.

Several studies have advanced knowledge on the discursive aspect of public policy during 
the pandemic using machine learning. Lopez-Rico et al. (2020), for example, used affinity 
analysis, a data-mining technique, of online survey responses to examine polarization and 
trust among the Spanish citizenry. Sear et al. (2020) analyzed data on online communities 
on Facebook using topic modeling to investigate the ‘infiltration’ of  online conversations on 
COVID-19 by those opposing vaccination. In another such application, Samuel et al. (2020) 
assessed the effect of the pandemic on the general public through text analysis of Twitter data 
using Naïve Bayes Method and logistic regression and then calculating fear sentiment using 
the processed text.

To facilitate comparative policy analysis and learning, C. Cheng et al. (2020) compiled 
a dataset of over 13,000 daily policy responses across more than 190 countries since 31 
December 2019. In this effort, they used machine learning to automate data collection from 
news articles and natural language processing for identification and classification of policy 
announcements. Using this dataset with the OECD (2020) Country Policy Tracker, Capano 
et al. (2020) highlighted variation in the start, speed, and scope of the cross-national policy 
responses to COVID-19 through the application of natural language processing and topic 
modeling.

These numerous applications of Big Data analytics to public policy practice and research in 
a relatively short time in the case of COVID-19 highlight the potential of the field to contribute 
to the policy sciences through contextual, multi-method, and normative analysis, furthering 
knowledge of the policy process as well as knowledge in the policy process. In the next 
section, we highlight how the policy sciences can exploit this potential to move a step closer 
to Lasswell’s dream.

2.4 ENGAGING WITH BIG DATA IN POLICY RESEARCH

In this section, we identify opportunities for the policy sciences to engage with the Big 
Data phenomenon based on a bibliometric review of its current use in the field. The data 
for the bibliometric analysis were obtained using the following search query on the Web of 
Science database (social science research only): “automated text analysis” OR “big data” OR 
“computational text analysis” OR “data mining" OR “data science” OR “machine learning” 
OR “natural language processing” OR “opinion mining” OR “sentiment analysis” OR “text 
analytics” OR “text as data” OR “text mining” OR “topic model*.” The search, conducted on 
August 9, 2019, returned 24,445 results. The data returned by the search were downloaded and 
processed using the Bibliometrix package in R (Aria & Cuccurullo, 2017). Publications poten-
tially pertaining to governance or public policy were identified by searching for “govern*” OR 
“policy” OR “policies” in the title, abstract, and keyword list of publications in this dataset. 
This final analysis dataset included nearly 2,500 articles on the topic.

2.4.1 Upscale of policy relevant research on Big Data

The mention of Big Data in social sciences research more generally, and public policy research 
more specifically, has increased significantly over the years. In 1992, for example, only about 
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Source: Author’s calculation.

Figure 2.1  Number of publications related to big data in the social sciences
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50 documents on Big Data were published in the Web of Science database. This increased to 
over 100 documents in the year 2000, over 500 documents in 2008, and over 1000 documents 
in 2013. Since 2016, over 3000 documents that mention Big Data as part of their topic have 
been published each year.

Within this body of research, the first article concerning governance or public policy was 
published in 1992. It is only after 2004 that 10 or more documents have been published each 
year on Big Data and governance or public policy. Since then, the volume of research has 
increased by over 30 percent per annum to reach annual production of over 150 documents 
in 2014 and over 500 documents in 2018. Thus, despite recent attention to Big Data, govern-
ance or public policy research comprises only approximately 10 percent of the annual social 
sciences production on the topic (Figure 2.1).

This indicates that most of the research surrounding Big Data in the social sciences is not 
explicitly policy focused. This suggests that the use of Big Data in the policy sciences is still 
not mainstream. To further use it in the policy sciences, a concerted push at embracing “basic” 
science to tease out its policy relevance while also undertaking more applied research using 
Big Data and machine learning can, therefore, be fruitful.

 2.4.2 Topics analyzed using Big Data in the policy sciences

Using structural topic modelling (Blei et al., 2003; Roberts et al., 2014), we clustered the 
existing research on Big Bata in governance or public policy into seven themes. Based on 
decreasing order of prevalence, these are: (i) Topic 7 on machine learning and predictive anal-
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Figure 2.2 Topic prevalence and frequent but exclusive terms for each topic
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ysis; (ii) Topic 2 on big data for governance and public policy; (iii) Topic 3 on the governance 
of big data and its use in healthcare; (iv) Topic 4 on computational text analysis; (v) Topic 5 
on the impact of big data on education and society; (vi) Topic 6 on analysis of high-frequency 
data; and, (vii) Topic 1 on the use of big data at the interface of private and public sectors. The 
prevalence of these themes along with frequently occurring terms that are exclusive to each 
theme are shown in Figure 2.2.

A close examination of these themes reveals that they span policymaking, policy analysis, 
and policy studies. Topic 2, for example, emphasizes the potential of big data to contribute to 
governance and public policy. Within this broader theme, Zheng and Zhang (2016) explored 
the use of Big Data in government audits and shed light on the challenges and solutions 
therein. Meanwhile, X. D. Wang et al. (2017) highlighted the role of (commercial) big data in 
supporting economic governance and promoting growth and prosperity. With a focus on polic-
ing, Ning (2017) analyzed trends in cybercrime and provided recommendations for utilizing 
publicly available big data for ensuring cybersecurity. Other studies with high prevalence of 
this topic have highlighted the potential of Big Data for government and public management 
(Jin, 2015; Ping, 2018), urged the Chinese government to tap into the potential of Big Data (He 
et al., 2013), and examined its use in a local government in China (Guo et al., 2017).

Meanwhile, Topic 3 delves into the governance of big data and its use (especially) in health-
care. Canaway et al. (2019), for example, discussed issues around the collection and sharing 
of “big” health data and argued for a transparent approach towards risk analysis and com-
munication. Relatedly, Dorey et al. (2018) examined the awareness of ethics associated with 
collection and processing of patient data among health staff in Switzerland, and Woolley et al. 
(2016) explored the ethical and social implications of citizen science in biomedicine. Outside 
the health sector, Gilmore (2016) analyzed the implications of the Big Data phenomenon on 
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the science of human development and argued for a holistic approach to its governance while 
Easton-Calabria and Allen (2015) highlighted the need for ethics governing the use of Big 
Data in civil society organizations.

Closely related to Topic 3, Topic 5 captures studies on the impact of Big Data on education 
and society more broadly. Gobert et al. (2015), for example, proposed the use of education data 
mining to measure inquiry skills among learners. In a more reflective essay, Gulson and Webb 
(2018) delved into the influence of computation on understanding life and analyzed its effect 
on education. Numerous studies in this cluster also focus on the relationship between artificial 
intelligence and law. Berman (2018), for example, examined whether reliance on artificial 
intelligence for policymaking and implementation is consistent with rule of law. Relatedly, 
Levendowski (2018) argued for a relook at copyright law to make otherwise excluded material 
available to computer algorithms and thereby reduce bias in artificial intelligence. Meanwhile, 
Pasquale (2019) argued that the flexibility and subtlety of legal language limits the scope for 
legal automation.

In contrast to the topics presented above, some other themes in the research concentrate pre-
dominantly on the use of Big Data for policy analysis. Topic 7, for example, pertains to the use 
of machine learning and predictive analysis for public policy. This is illustrated by Mitra and 
Chattopadhyay (2017), who used data-mining tools to predict the impact on monsoon rainfall 
on food inflation in India. In the area of finance, Emrouznejad and Anouze (2010) performed 
data envelopment analysis using classification and regression trees to analyze the productivity 
of banks and discuss implications for public policy. Meanwhile, Huber and Imhof (2019) 
combined machine learning with statistical screening to detect and predict anti-competitive 
bid-rigging in the Swiss construction sector. Other studies that exemplify research within this 
topic include estimation of energy demand (Sanchez-Oro et al., 2016), forecasting of housing 
prices (Plakandaras et al., 2015), temporal assessment of dengue incidence (Carvajal et al., 
2018), and comparison of indicators for food security (Hossain et al., 2019) using machine 
learning.

While research within Topic 6 is also for policy analysis, it is concerned primarily with 
high-frequency spatial or temporal data (often in the urban context). Illustratively, Lim et al. 
(2019) combined spatial data on population distribution with national statistics to examine 
how patterns of urbanization influence greenhouse gas emissions. Similarly, Ahn and Sohn 
(2019) used information on energy consumption with geographic information system data in 
Seattle to investigate the effect of urban form at the neighborhood level on building energy 
consumption. Studies in this cluster have also used spatial and temporal data for transportation 
policy, for example, by analyzing the impact of investment on train system performance in Los 
Angeles (Giuliano et al., 2016), proposing sites for electric vehicle charging stations based on 
an assessment of data from taxis in Beijing (Cai et al., 2014), and examining the relationship 
between bus travel and cycling in the city of Tel Aviv (Levy et al., 2019).

Topic 1 is largely concerned with the use of Big Data in the private sector and its interface 
with the public sector, primarily in the case of industrial or social policy. Yang and Chen 
(2015), for example, analyzed the integration of informatization and industrialization in the 
big data era and delve into its implications for industrial policy. Smith et al. (2015) discussed 
the potential of commercial Big Data in informing social policy. Similarly, Roderick (2014) 
examined the use of big data in consumer finance and highlighted the need for more regulation 
on this front. In a different strand, Li (2017) used text mining to identify business opportunities 
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Embracing the future of the policy sciences 17

as well as areas for support in the Chinese old, aging industry. Meanwhile, Fan (2016) argued 
for greater use of information technology in education in the Big Data era to integrate research 
and teaching. In another application of text mining, Breit et al. (2017) studied the reporting of 
public sector information policy in newspapers in Queensland to examine the role of media in 
policy diffusion.

Different from the above – with an interest in the use of techniques such as opinion mining, 
sentiment analysis, and topic modeling – Topic 4 is closer to policy studies than policy anal-
ysis or policy practice. This is reflected by the most frequently occurring terms in this topic, 
such as news, online, opinion, social media, topic, and web. Prominent studies in this cluster 
focus on the application of computational text analysis to examine, for example, policy dis-
course, issue framing, public opinion, and research on innovation management (Alashri et al., 
2016; Anas, 2018; Kawamura et al., 2019; Koltsova et al., 2016; Lashari & Wiil, 2016; Lee & 
Kang, 2018; Soroka et al., 2015).

The above analysis suggests that application of Big Data analytics for governance or public 
policy is even smaller than indicated by the size of this dataset. Only three of the six topics 
discovered here primarily demonstrate the use of such techniques for policy research: Topic 
7, Topic 4, and Topic 6. On the other hand, Topic 2 and Topic 3 examine issues surrounding 
the governance of these technologies as well as their use in policymaking. Finally, Topic 5 and 
Topic 1 represent studies that delve into both policy analysis and governance in areas such as 
industrial and social policy. Thus, the topic modeling analysis reinforces the need for upscal-
ing policy relevant research using Big Data.

More importantly, this analysis highlights the opportunity Big Data presents for bringing 
policy studies, policy analysis, and policymaking closer to one another. The seven themes 
discovered in this study provide evidence that – despite outstanding issues regarding its 
governance – Big Data can be applied for creating knowledge of the policy process as well as 
knowledge in the policy process. To take advantage of this opportunity, however, policy sci-
entists should design and execute research that harnesses Big Data to cut across these themes 
and demonstrate the value added of contextual, interdisciplinary, and normative research in 
advancing scholarly knowledge and informing policymaking.

2.4.3 Diversity in institutional footprint and geographies of research

Not only is the general use of Big Data weak in the policy sciences but most of the scientific 
production using Big Data in a governance or policy perspective is limited to a few coun-
tries. Based on the institutional affiliation of the corresponding author, the countries with 
the most publications in the dataset are shown in Table 2.1. The United States, China, the 
United Kingdom, Australia, and South Korea constitute the top five of this list. Together, the 
top ten countries account for over 75 percent of the publications in this dataset. Outside the 
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), with the exception of 
China, the countries with the most publications in this dataset are: Brazil and Romania (25 
publications each), Singapore (23 publications), Russia (22 publications), and India (21 pub-
lications). Meanwhile, South Africa (nine publications) is the only African country with more 
than five publications in the dataset.

An examination of the institutional footprint of research on Big Data in governance or 
public policy also highlights the highly uneven contribution of specific institutions to scientific 
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Table 2.1 Publications by country affiliation of the corresponding author

Country Number of publications Percent of total (%)

United States of America 652 27.3

China 464 19.4

United Kingdom 223 9.3

Australia 103 4.3

South Korea 97 4.1

Germany 65 2.7

Canada 64 2.7

Netherlands 64 2.7

Italy 60 2.5

Spain 58 2.4

Table 2.2 Publications by institutional affiliation of the authors

Author affiliations Number of publications

Stanford University 57

Arizona State University 56

Tsinghua University 54

University of Oxford 45

Harvard University 44

University of Pennsylvania 43

University of Texas (Austin) 43

University of Hong Kong 41

University of Michigan 41

Delft University of Technology 39

Wuhan University 39

University of Tokyo 38

University of Queensland 37

University of Washington 36

University of California (Berkeley) 34

Yonsei University 32
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knowledge in this field. While authors publishing on the topic represent over 2300 institutions 
worldwide, out of these approximately 900 institutions are represented just once in the dataset 
and only about 300 institutions have six or more publications in this dataset. The institutions 
with the most publications in the dataset are Stanford University, Arizona State University, 
Tsinghua University, University of Oxford, and Harvard University (Table 2.2). Outside North 
America and Europe, other countries with institutions that have published actively in this field 
include China, Japan, Australia, South Korea, and Singapore. Here too, we observe that, with 
the exception of China, no other low- or middle-income country is represented amongst the 
top 50 institutions in this dataset.
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The limited geographical base of research in this field is possibly indicative of a broader 
trend in policy sciences. In a bibliometric review of publications in Policy Sciences – a premier 
journal to advance the policy sciences orientation – Goyal (2017) found that nearly 70 percent 
of the authors in the five-decade history of the journal were from institutions based in the US 
while hardly any were from institutions in Africa, South America, or the transition economies. 
This indicates a significant scope, as well as need, to diversify geographies and expand the 
institutional footprint of research in public policy generally which is also reflected in the pat-
terns of use of Big Data in the context of governance or public policy. Policy scientists should 
explore new collaborations and partnerships involving scholars in the Global South to correct 
this anomaly.

2.5 ENGAGING WITH BIG DATA IN PUBLIC POLICY 
EDUCATION

Before such work can be undertaken, however, Big Data techniques and methods of analysis 
must be taught to aspiring analysts. In this section, we analyze Big Data course offerings 
of policy programs worldwide to determine the extent to which current pedagogy is giving 
sufficient attention to this topic. We find that while the use of Big Data as an analytical tool 
has begun to infiltrate many social science disciplines, including public administration, and 
is being increasingly used by government organizations, its use in policy analysis and policy 
education is trailing behind. 

Recent attempts to embed public service teaching with Big Data techniques and methods 
include the ‘Teaching Public Service in the Digital Age’ project (https:// www .t eachingpub 
licservice .digital/ ). This project was recently launched by an international group of public 
policy and administration instructors. Their aim is to help equip future public servants with 
competences fit for the digital era by providing teaching materials for instructors, including an 
open-access syllabus. Other scholarly efforts to provide guidance include the article by Mergel 
(2016) in which she proposes a syllabus design for teaching Big Data in the public sector.

To explore the preponderance of policy programs offering Big Data analysis in their cur-
riculum, we examined 122 programs, including the International Public Policy Association’s 
(IPPA) institutional members. We excluded 33 results for not offering policy degrees. The 
remaining 88 programs were analysed as to their course offerings. We code a policy program 
offering Big Data pedagogy if it offers one or more, core or elective, modules that include the 
keywords “big data” or “informatics” or “analytics”, either in the title or the course descrip-
tion. We used university websites as our data sources.

Among the results, we found that only 30 percent of programs included in our sample offer 
such courses, while 63 percent did not offer Big Data courses in their degree courses. The 
remaining 7 percent did not provide sufficient information on their websites to give a defini-
tive conclusion (Figure 2.3).
When we analysed the geographic distribution of programs that did offer Big Data courses, we 
found predominance in the provision of such courses in North America (62 percent), followed 
by Europe (15 percent), with the remaining 23 percent was dispersed in universities in Asia, 
Africa, Australia and Latin America.

Further, three types of Big Data offerings were found in our sample: courses, degrees and 
concentrations, with the majority of programs offering courses only. Course titles include 
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Source: Authors’ calculation.

Figure 2.3 Percentage of policy programs offering big data courses
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variations, such as Decision Support System and Data Analytics for Public Policy; Big Data 
and Government; Evidence and Analysis in Public Policy with emphasis on Big Data and 
machine learning; and others. Less predominant in our sample are degrees and concentrations 
in policy analysis and Big Data (7 percent). Examples of such degrees offered include: Master 
of Science in Policy Analytics, while examples of concentrations include a Concentration in 
Data Analytics and Program Evaluation.

Since course syllabi are not accessible on university websites, we were unable to examine 
the pedagogical techniques used. Future content analysis of syllabi can be conducted to 
reveal the predominant techniques used by instructors, and the kind of pedagogical gaps that 
currently exist in the field. Qualitative and quantitative research methods modules can also 
be analyzed to determine whether big data techniques are embedded in their course learning 
objectives. Further, analyzing whether Big Data courses offered by policy programs are core 
or elective courses can reveal the extent to which such techniques are considered as essential 
components of the skills needed to be imparted on students. The rate of student uptake of these 
courses may also be indicative and can be assessed by means of institutional surveying.

With regards to our own findings, they point to a clear pedagogical gap in the offering of 
Big Data courses to future policy researchers and scholars. While further analysis may corrob-
orate this, it again reflects room for advancement if the field were to catch up with this trend 
and make use of the potential that Big Data analytics offer.

2.6 CONCLUSION

While the emergence of Big Data has raised new concerns for governance and policymaking, 
it has also created opportunities for public policy research, teaching and practice from a policy 
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sciences perspective. Public policy research, whether on the policy process or policy analysis, 
can benefit from the application of Big Data analysis to complement traditional techniques 
such as polling, surveying, cost–benefit analysis, econometric evaluation, and content analy-
sis. In this study, we provided a brief description of Big Data techniques and their applications 
in public policy, examined the use of these techniques in public policy research, and analyzed 
the extent to which such techniques are taught in policy programs around the world.

A survey of the literature on Big Data and a review of the key techniques and models in 
Big Data analytics as they have been applied in the COVID-19 pandemic indicate that Big 
Data has the potential to create a paradigm shift in public policy research and practice with the 
development of new epistemologies and new types of analyses.

While research on Big Data and governance or policy has been slow to take off, the number 
of journal articles and conference papers on the topic has increased significantly over the last 
decade. Although this is a promising trend, much research on the topic is still dominated by 
the USA, China, and the UK, and relatively elite institutions account for most scientific pro-
duction on the topic. This research has witnessed limited transnational collaboration and the 
Global South, except for China, has largely been left out of this “revolution”. Further, a closer 
examination of the sources in which the research has been published suggests that while 
governance and policy analysis have attracted some attention, policy studies have yet to make 
adequate use of this opportunity.

Much of this existing research has focused on issues surrounding the governance of Big 
Data analytics and techniques, such as ethics, privacy, and surveillance, rather than apply them 
to the better understanding and resolution of significant social problems.

In addition, our analysis of over 120 institutions indicated that only about 30 percent of 
these offer courses pertaining to Big Data analytics. And there is high geographic variation in 
the diffusion of Big Data analytics in public policy pedagogy as well – with over 60 percent 
of the programs in North America. The implication being that the potential of Big Data to 
fundamentally change public policy is unlikely to be realized if the status quo in policy-related 
pedagogy and practice continues.

Can this gap be addressed so that policy sciences may harness the potential of Big Data, 
and, if so, how?

Based on our analysis, several actions that policy scientists should take to address the 
situation can be discerned. First, scholars should focus on increasing the volume of policy 
relevant social science research using Big Data and machine learning. Second, policy sci-
entists should aim to diversify the geographical and institutional footprint of such research. 
More multi-country and multi-institutional collaboration can potentially increase the diffusion 
of Big Data analytics in continental Europe and the Global South. In addition, multi-sectoral 
collaboration – especially involving fields that have been early adopters of Big Data analyt-
ics, such as communications, education, healthcare, management, and sustainability – can 
not only produce comparative research but also help identify potential applications in other 
areas. Third, a policy sciences perspective can encourage the production and dissemination of 
research using Big Data analytics in innovative ways that encompass policy studies and policy 
analysis. Existing research on Big Data has largely been published in – established or upcom-
ing – sources that are not mainstream in policy sciences. A new journal focusing on Big Data 
analytics in public policy could help integrate knowledge of the policy process with knowl-
edge in the policy process in the use of Big Data (analytics) in policy research. Fourth, we find 
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that course syllabi for public policy courses in general and Big Data courses in particular are 
not easily available online. Opening up the courseware can provide useful templates for insti-
tutions with lesser resources as well as scholars with expertise in traditional methods to engage 
with Big Data analytics and deploy it in research and teaching in new and innovative ways.
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